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ABSTRACT

The E4-ORF1 gene of human adenoviruses encodes a 14-kDa protein that promotes viral replication as well as cellular metabolic reprogramming, survival, and transformation by constitutively activating cellular phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K). We recently reported that the E4-ORF1 protein from subgroup D human adenovirus type 9 upregulates and oncogenically activates PI3K by a novel mechanism involving separate interactions of E4-ORF1 with cellular discs large 1 (Dlg1) and PI3K to form a ternary complex that translocates to the plasma membrane (K. Kong, M. Kumar, M. Taruishi, and R. T. Javier, PLoS Pathog. 10: e1004102, 2014, doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004102). The current study was carried out to investigate whether other human adenovirus E4-ORF1 proteins share this mechanism of action. The results showed that in human MCF10A epithelial cells, stable expression of E4-ORF1 proteins encoded by representative human adenovirus serotypes from subgroups A to D induce ternary complex formation, Dlg1-dependent PI3K activation, PI3K protein elevation, Dlg1 and PI3K membrane recruitment, and PI3K-dependent cellular transformation. The first three of these E4-ORF1 activities were also observed in MCF10A cells infected with each wild-type human adenovirus from subgroups A to D. Our findings indicate that most, if not all, human adenovirus E4-ORF1 proteins share a conserved molecular mechanism of PI3K activation, which confers a common capacity to promote oncogenic transformation in human epithelial cells.

IMPORTANCE

PI3K activation by the adenovirus E4-ORF1 protein mediates oncogenic cellular transformation by human adenovirus type 9, augments viral protein expression and replication by human adenovirus type 5, and dysregulates cellular glucose and lipid metabolism by human adenovirus type 36. For the first time, we report that E4-ORF1 proteins from human adenoviruses in subgroups A to D evolved a conserved molecular mechanism to mediate constitutive PI3K activation that can provoke oncogenic transformation in human epithelial cells. The results raise potential safety concerns about the use of vectors encoding the E4-ORF1 gene in human gene therapy and vaccination. Our findings further suggest that the conserved mechanism revealed here may be targeted for development of therapeutic drugs to treat and prevent adenovirus-associated human diseases.

The >60 known serotypes of human adenoviruses are classified into seven subgroups (A to G) based on hemagglutination properties, oncogenicity in rodents, DNA homology, and genomic organization (1). In people, these viruses cause a variety of acute diseases by infecting epithelial cells that line mucous membranes (1). Furthermore, replication-defective adenovirus vectors are common vehicles for human gene therapy and vaccination. The oncogenic potential of certain adenoviral genes has been studied to reveal molecular mechanisms involved in the development of human cancers (2).

Human adenovirus type 9 (Ad9) is a member of subgroup D, which consists of viruses primarily associated with eye infections in people. In experimentally infected rats, however, Ad9 elicits estrogen-dependent mammary tumors, and the viral E4-ORF1 gene is the major oncogenic determinant (3–5). Adenovirus E4-ORF1 evolved from cellular dUTPase (6), which encodes a conserved enzyme of nucleotide metabolism. Although E4-ORF1 and dUTPase are predicted to share a protein fold, they have functionally diverged, as evidenced by E4-ORF1’s lack of dUTPase catalytic activity (6, 7). Instead, E4-ORF1 dysregulates cellular class IA phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) (8). This conserved E4-ORF1 activity is critical for mammary tumorigenesis and cellular transformation by Ad9 (8), optimal replication of human adenovirus type 5 (Ad5) (9, 10), promotion of cell survival by an Ad5 vector (11), and reprogramming of cellular lipid and glucose metabolism by human adenovirus type 36 (Ad36) (12). Composed of p85 regulatory and p110 catalytic subunits, PI3K is a lipid kinase and key downstream effector of membrane receptors and ras. In their activated states, membrane receptors and ras recruit PI3K to the plasma membrane to stimulate conversion of the PI3K lipid substrate phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) to phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3) (13). PIP3 acts as a second messenger to recruit PI3K effector proteins such as Akt to the plasma membrane, where Akt becomes activated by PDK1- and mTORC2-mediated phosphorylation on threonine 308 (T308) and serine 473 (S473), respectively. Akt downstream effectors control critical cellular processes such as...
metabolism, protein synthesis, growth, survival, migration, and proliferation. Notably, dysregulation of PI3K also plays a central role in human disease, including cancers and infections caused by viruses, which commonly subvert the PI3K signaling pathway to enhance viral replication and virus-host interactions (14, 15).

PI3K activation induced by Ad9 E4-ORF1 requires its interaction with the cellular PDZ protein Dlg1. Dlg1 mediates recruitment of the resulting Dlg1:E4-ORF1 complex to the plasma membrane (16). In a recent study, we exposed the mechanism of Ad9 E4-ORF1-induced PI3K activation by demonstrating that E4-ORF1 within the Dlg1:E4-ORF1 complex additionally binds directly to PI3K, resulting in formation of the Dlg1:E4-ORF1:PI3K ternary complex, which translocates PI3K to the plasma membrane (17). Our study also showed that the ternary complex upregulates the PI3K p85 regulatory and p110 catalytic protein subunits and promotes PI3K-dependent oncogenic cellular transformation.

E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D induce expression of Dlg1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), to p85α (Millipore), to ras (BD Biosciences), and to HA (Sigma-Aldrich) were SAP97 (Dlg1) (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), to p85α/H9251/H9252, p85α/H9262, p85α/H9262, and pi85α/H9262. Cell transfection reagent (Mirus Bio, Madison, WI). MCF10A lines were generated by transduction with retroviral vector pBABE and/or pSUPER-retro, followed by selection in complete medium containing 2 µg/ml of puromycin and/or 500 µg/ml of G418. Experiments used pools of selected cells passed five times or less. The same numbers of cells were plated for each experiment comparing different cell lines or treatments. For experiments, cells were passaged into complete medium containing a lower concentration of EGF (5 ng/ml). PI3K inhibitor LY294002 was purchased.

RESULTS

E4-ORF1 proteins from human adenovirus subgroups A to D activate PI3K and upregulate the PI3K catalytic and regulatory protein subunits. We initially sought to determine whether, like Ad9 E4-ORF1 (17), E4-ORF1 proteins encoded by representative adenovirus serotypes from subgroups A to C activate PI3K and elevate its protein levels in human MCF10A epithelial cells (18). To address this question, we generated MCF10A lines stably transduced with an empty pBABE retroviral expression vector (vector cells) or with pBABE encoding either the wild-type (wt) or amino-terminal HA epitope-tagged E4-ORF1 gene from subgroup A hu-
man adenovirus type 12 (Ad12) (12ORF1 or HA-12ORF1 cells),
subgroup B human adenovirus type 3 (Ad3) (3ORF1 or HA-3ORF1 cells), subgroup C Ad5 (5ORF1 or HA-5ORF1 cells), or
subgroup D Ad9 (9ORF1 or HA-9ORF1 cells) (6). As a control,
some experiments included an MCF10A line transduced with
pBABE encoding the rasV12 oncogene (rasV12 cells) (17).

Immunoblots of cell extracts verified rasV12 overexpression in
rasV12 cells (Fig. 1A, compare lane 3 to lane 1) and HA-E4-ORF1
expression in HA-E4-ORF1 lines (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 5, 7, 9,
and 11 to lane 1, and Fig. 2A, lanes 1 to 5). Expression of HA-3ORF1 was somewhat higher than that of HA-12ORF1, -5ORF1,
and -9ORF1, which were comparably expressed. Although the
four HA-E4-ORF1 polypeptides share the same predicted molec-
ular mass, 15 kDa, HA-3ORF1 and -9ORF1 aberrantly migrated at
>20 kDa in protein gels, whereas HA-12ORF1 and -5ORF1 mi-
grated as expected. More importantly, higher levels of activated,
phosphorylated Akt (P-Akt) were observed in rasV12 cells and
HA-E4-ORF1 lines than in vector cells (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 3,
5, 7, 9, and 11 to lane 1). From cumulative experiments with the
HA-E4-ORF1 lines, the average increases in P-Akt S473 relative to

FIG 1 Human adenovirus E4-ORF1 proteins activate PI3K and elevate PI3K protein levels. (A) Vector cells, rasV12 cells, and the indicated HA-E4-ORF1 lines
were treated with either a dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) vehicle (−) or 100 μM LY294002 (LY) (+) for 30 min. Cell extracts were analyzed in immunoblot assays.
(B) Extracts from vector cells and the indicated E4-ORF1 lines were analyzed in immunoblot assays.

FIG 2 Human adenovirus E4-ORF1 proteins form ternary complexes. (A) Cell extracts (300 μg of protein) from vector cells and the indicated HA-E4-ORF1
lines were immunoprecipitated with either p110α or Dlg1 antibody. Recovered proteins, as well as cell extract (input), were analyzed in immunoblot assays. (B)
Cell extracts from vector cells and the indicated wt E4-ORF1 lines were immunoprecipitated with Dlg1 antibody as described for panel A, and recovered proteins,
as well as cell extract (input), were analyzed in immunoblot assays.
that in vector cells ranged from 25- to 45-fold ($P \leq 1.3 \times 10^{-02}$ [significantly different]), rasV12 cells, but not HA-E4-ORF1 lines, additionally displayed higher levels of activated, phosphorylated MAP kinases Erk-1 and -2 (P-Erk1/2) than vector cells (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 3 to lanes 1, 5, 7, 9, and 11), consistent with previous findings (16, 18). Furthermore, compared to vector cells, HA-E4-ORF1 lines exhibited elevated levels of PI3K protein subunits p410α, p85α, and p85β (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 2 to 5 to lane 1). From cumulative experiments, the average increases in p110α, p85α, and p85β relative to the levels in vector cells ranged from 10- to 18-fold ($P \leq 7.6 \times 10^{-03}$ [not significantly different]), 8.4- to 15-fold ($P \leq 2.2 \times 10^{-02}$ [significantly different]), and 12- to 27-fold ($P \leq 3.3 \times 10^{-02}$ [significantly different]), respectively.

Experiments similar to those described above with HA-E4-ORF1 lines were also conducted with wt E4-ORF1 lines and yielded comparable results (Fig. 1B and 2B, lanes 1 to 5), aside from the detection of higher p85β protein levels in 9ORF1 cells than in other wt E4-ORF1 lines (Fig. 1B and 2B, compare lane 5 to lanes 2 to 4). In wt E4-ORF1 lines (Fig. 1B and 2B), E4-ORF1 expression was detected only in 9ORF1 cells because the Ad9 E4-ORF1 antibody does not cross-react with E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to C. In addition, the lower Dlg1 levels detected in HA-E4-ORF1 and wt E4-ORF1 lines relative to those in vector cells in Fig. 2 were not reproducible, as the same lines showed comparable Dlg1 levels in Fig. 1B and 3A.

Treatment with the PI3K inhibitor drug LY294002 (LY) returned the high P-Akt levels in rasV12 cells and HA-E4-ORF1 lines to those of vector cells (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 to lane 2), indicating that their elevated P-Akt levels resulted from PI3K activation. In contrast, LY treatment elevated P-Erk levels in rasV12 cells and HA-E4-ORF1 lines (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 3 and 5 to lanes 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, and 11 and 12), presumably by relieving Akt-mediated inhibition of Raf-induced MAP kinase activation (22). Taken together, data from human epithelial cells showed that E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D activate PI3K, upregulate PI3K protein subunits p110α, p85α, and p85β, yet do not activate Erk1/2.

E4-ORF1 proteins from human adenovirus subgroups A to D promote PI3K-dependent cell growth in soft agar. Colony formation by cells suspended in soft agar measures anchorage-independent growth, a transformed property correlating best with tumorigenic potential (23). The Ad9 E4-ORF1 oncogene induces MCF10A cells to grow in soft agar in a PI3K-dependent manner (17), so we examined the MCF10A lines described above for similar properties. Vector cells did not form colonies in soft agar, whereas rasV12 cells and the HA-E4-ORF1 and wt E4-ORF1 lines did so with high cloning efficiencies, ranging from 90 to 98% (Fig. 4). Treatment with the PI3K inhibitor LY ablated colony formation by the HA-E4-ORF1 and wt E4-ORF1 lines (Fig. 4). The observation that PI3K inhibition did not ablate colony formation by rasV12 cells indicates that an undetermined ras effector(s), possibly Erk1/2 that was enhanced by LY treatment (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 3 and 4), supports this activity. Therefore, E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D comparably induced PI3K-dependent oncogenic transformation of human epithelial cells.

E4-ORF1 proteins from human adenovirus subgroups A to D form the ternary complex. To determine whether, like Ad9 E4-ORF1 (17), E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to C form the ternary complex (Dlg1:E4-ORF1:PI3K), we immunoprecipitated the PI3K catalytic subunit p110α from lysates of vector cells and HA-E4-ORF1 lines and tested for coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) of HA-E4-ORF1 and Dlg1, as well as p85α and p85β, in immunoblots. As expected, we detected co-IP of the PI3K regulatory subunits p85α and p85β with p110α in all cells (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 6 to 10). More importantly, we showed co-IP of both HA-E4-ORF1 and Dlg1 with p110α in HA-E4-ORF1 lines but not vector cells (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 7 to 10 to lane 6). In a reciprocal assay using the same cell lysates, we immunoprecipitated Dlg1 and tested for co-IP of HA-E4-ORF1, p110α, p85α, and p85β. For HA-E4-ORF1 lines but not vector cells, we observed co-IP of HA-E4-ORF1, p110α, p85α, and p85β with Dlg1 (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 12 to 15 to lane 11), and also co-IP of p85α with Dlg1 specifically from HA-12ORF1 cells (Fig. 2A, compare lane 12 to lanes 11 and 13 to 15). In addition, comparisons of the p110α and Dlg1 co-IP data suggested that ternary complexes from subgroup A to D HA-E4-ORF1 proteins vary somewhat in incorporation of the p85α and p85β PI3K subunits (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 7 to 10 to lanes 12 to 15).

We next immunoprecipitated Dlg1 from lysates of the wt E4-ORF1 lines. The data in Fig. 2B showed co-IP of p110α, p85α, and p85β with Dlg1 from all wt E4-ORF1 lines but not vector cells (compare lanes 7 to 10 to lane 6) and, as expected, co-IP of Ad9
E4-ORF1 with Dlg1 only from 9ORF1 cells (compare lane 10 to lanes 6 and 9). In 9ORF1 cells, the higher levels of p85β were associated with increased co-IP of p85β with Dlg1 (Fig. 2B, compare lane 10 to lanes 7 to 9). Furthermore, the more robust association of p85α with Dlg1 observed in wt E4-ORF1 lines than in HA-E4-ORF1 lines suggests that the HA tag weakens the ability of E4-ORF1 proteins from Ad3, Ad5, and Ad9, but less so Ad12, to tether Dlg1 to the p85α:p110α PI3K heterocomplex. Nonetheless, the collective results from co-IP assays with HA-E4-ORF1 and wt E4-ORF1 lines indicated that E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D assemble the Dlg1:E4-ORF1:PI3K ternary complex in human epithelial cells.

It was also important to determine whether, like Ad9 infection (17), infections with human adenoviruses from subgroups A to C promote PI3K activation, PI3K protein upregulation, and Dlg1 protein downregulation, though Dlg1 downregulation in Ad9-infected cells probably is not mediated by E4-ORF1. At 24 h postinfection (hpi) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1, MCF10A cells infected with Ad12, Ad3, Ad5, or Ad9 exhibited higher levels of P-Akt and PI3K subunits than mock-infected MCF10A cells (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 2 to 5 to lane 1). Furthermore, Dlg1 levels were reproducibly 2- to 4-fold lower in all virus-infected cells than in mock-infected cells (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 2 to 5 to lane 1, and 5B, compare lanes 3, 5, 7, and 9 to lane 1), mirroring previous results with Ad9-infected MCF10A cells (17). Again, we expected to detect E4-ORF1 protein only in Ad9-infected cells due to lack of cross-reactivity of the Ad9 E4-ORF1 antibody with E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to C (Fig. 3B, compare lanes 9 and 10 to lanes 3 to 8, and 5A, compare lane 5 to lanes 2 to 4). We also immunoprecipitated Dlg1 from the cell lysates described above to investigate ternary complex formation during viral infections. The data showed co-IP of Ad9 E4-ORF1, p110α, and p85β with Dlg1 from virus-infected cells but not mock-infected cells (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 7 to 10 to lane 6), and also co-IP of p85α with Dlg1 from Ad12-, Ad3-, and Ad9-infected cells but not from Ad5- or mock-infected cells (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 7, 8, and 10 to lanes 6 and 9). As a control, we verified comparable viral infections by showing no detectable cytopathic effect or accumulation of viral major capsid protein hexon at 6 hpi and both virus-specific cytopathic effects and comparable hexon accumulation at 24 hpi (Fig. 5B and C). These findings support the conclusion that during a viral infection of human epithelial cells, E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D activate PI3K, elevate PI3K protein levels, and form ternary complexes.

Comparisons of Dlg1 immunoprecipitations in Fig. 2B and 5A revealed unexpected differences between wt E4-ORF1 lines and adenovirus-infected cells. In Fig. 2B, ternary complexes in all wt E4-ORF1 lines contained similar amounts of p85α (compare lanes 7 to 10), but ternary complexes in 9ORF1 cells selectively also contained more p85β (compare lane 10 to lanes 7 to 9), which showed higher expression in these cells (compare lane 5 to lanes 2 to 4). In contrast, in Fig. 5A, ternary complexes in both Ad12- and Ad9-infected cells selectively contained more p85β (compare lanes 7 and 10 to lanes 8 and 9), whereas ternary complexes in Ad3-infected cells selectively contained more p85α (compare lane 8 to lanes 7, 9, and 10). These differences, however, did not always strictly correlate with the relative p85α and p85β protein levels in infected cells. While the basis for the differences between wt E4-ORF1 lines and virus-infected cells is not understood, we postulate that other viral gene products in virus-infected cells may influence the specific p85 isofrom composition of ternary complexes.

Another unexpected observation in Fig. 5A was the apparent nonstoichiometric ratios of p110α to p85α and p85β in ternary complexes from different virus-infected MCF10A cells. For example, whereas ternary complexes from all adenovirus-infected cells contained similar amounts of p110α, the amounts of p85α or p85β in the complexes were dissimilar (e.g., compare lanes 7 and 9). We speculate that in a virus-specific fashion, other viral gene products may selectively displace either p85α or p85β from p110α and E4-ORF1 within the ternary complex.

Dlg1 depletion diminishes PI3K activation by E4-ORF1 proteins from human adenovirus subgroups A to D. Because the ternary complex of Ad9 E4-ORF1 mediates PI3K activation (17),
we asked whether ternary complexes formed by E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to C share this activity. Our approach was to score for decreased PI3K activation by each E4-ORF1 protein in MCF10A cells depleted of Dlg1 using a short hairpin RNA (shRNA). We therefore stably transduced pSUPER vector encoding either the Dlg1 shRNA or the negative-control scrambled shRNA into the HA-E4-ORF1 lines and vector cells. Dlg1 depletion decreased the high P-Akt levels in HA-E4-ORF1 lines but did not affect the low P-Akt levels in vector cells (Fig. 3A, compare lanes 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8, and 9 and 10). From three independent experiments with Dlg1 shRNA-expressing HA-E4-ORF1 lines, the average reductions in P-Akt S473 and Dlg1 relative to those in matched scrambled shRNA-expressing HA-E4-ORF1 lines ranged from 1.8- to 4.6-fold ($P < 0.0003$ [not significantly different]) and 2.6- to 3.3-fold ($P < 0.0003$ [not significantly different]), respectively. Dlg1 depletion likewise decreased the high P-Akt levels in vector cells infected with Ad12, Ad3, Ad5, or Ad9 at 24 hpi yet did not affect the low P-Akt levels in mock-infected vector cells (Fig. 3B, compare lanes 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8, and 9 and 10). Table 1 shows the average reductions in P-Akt and Dlg1 protein levels caused by expression of the Dlg1 shRNA in adenovirus-infected MCF10A cells.

![FIG 5](human adenovirus E4-ORF1 proteins also form the ternary complex during viral infections. (A) MCF10A cells were mock infected or infected with the indicated wt adenovirus at an MOI of 1. Extracts (300 μg of protein) prepared at 24 hpi were immunoprecipitated with Dlg1 antibody. Recovered proteins, as well as cell extract (input), were analyzed in immunoblot assays. (B) MCF10A cells either mock infected or infected with the indicated wt adenovirus at an MOI of 1 show either no cytopathic effect at 6 hpi or virus-specific cytopathic effect at 24 hpi. Cells were visualized by phase-contrast microscopy (magnification, ×40). (C) MCF10A cells either mock infected or infected with the indicated wt adenovirus at an MOI of 1 accumulate either undetectable amounts or similar amounts of the major capsid protein hexon at 6 hpi or 24 hpi, respectively. Cell extracts were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and the gel was stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.)

Ternary complexes formed by E4-ORF1 proteins from human adenovirus subgroups A to D promote translocation of Dlg1 and PI3K to the plasma membrane (17). To determine whether ternary complexes formed by E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to C share this activity, we performed indirect immunofluorescence (IF) assays followed by confocal microscopy on both HA-E4-ORF1 and wt E4-ORF1 lines doubly labeled with Dlg1 and p85α/β antibodies. In vector cells, Dlg1 and p85 were dispersed in the cytoplasm, with some Dlg1 additionally detected at the plasma membrane (Fig. 6). Compared to vector cells, the HA-E4-ORF1 and wt E4-ORF1 lines displayed increased Dlg1 staining at the plasma membrane, where p85 also accumulated and colocalized with Dlg1 in a high percentage of cells (Fig. 6). Whereas p85 was detected at the plasma membrane in 0.84% of vector cells ($n = 148$ cells), the detection of p85 at the plasma membrane of HA-E4-ORF1 lines or wt E4-ORF1 lines ranged from 79% to 90% of cells ($n = 135$ cells/cell line) or 83% to 94% of cells ($n = 185$ cells/cell line), respectively. We conclude that ternary complexes formed by E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D promote translocation of Dlg1 and PI3K to the plasma membrane.

**TABLE 1** Reductions in P-Akt and Dlg1 protein levels caused by expression of the Dlg1 shRNA in adenovirus-infected MCF10A cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>Fold reduction (avg ± SEM)$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-Akt S473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad12</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad3</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad9</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Data are from two independent experiments.

$^b$ Normalized to matched adenovirus-infected MCF10A cells expressing the negative-control scrambled shRNA.

Conserved Mechanism of PI3K Activation by E4-ORF1
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The E4-ORF1 protein from subgroup D Ad36 also forms the ternary complex that mediates oncogenic Dlg1-dependent PI3K activation. E4-ORF1 has been reported to be the primary determinant for obesity induced by Ad36 in infected experimental animals and possibly also in people (24). This function depends on the ability of Ad36 E4-ORF1 to activate PI3K, which modulates glucose and lipid metabolism in adipose, skeletal muscle, and liver cells (25). The amino acid sequences of the 125-residue E4-ORF1 proteins of Ad9 and Ad36 are closely related, displaying 92% identity and differing at only 10 residues. To determine whether the Ad36 E4-ORF1 protein shares properties of other E4-ORF1 proteins investigated as described above, we generated MCF10A lines stably transduced by pBABE encoding either wt or HA-tagged Ad36 E4-ORF1 (36ORF1 or HA-36ORF1 cells) and analyzed the two lines in key experiments. Consistent with the high sequence identity between Ad9 and Ad36 E4-ORF1 proteins, Ad9 E4-ORF1 antibody cross-reacted with Ad36 E4-ORF1 in immunoblots (Fig. 7A and 8A, lane 2). Like Ad9 E4-ORF1, wt and HA-tagged Ad36 E4-ORF1 migrated at 14 kDa and ~20 kDa, respectively, in protein gels (data not shown). Extending our findings with other E4-ORF1 proteins, Ad36 E4-ORF1 activated Akt in PI3K- and Dlg1-dependent manners (Fig. 7A and B, compare lanes 1 and 2, and 7C, compare lanes 3 and 4) but not Erk1/2 (Fig. 7B, compare lanes 1 and 3). In addition, Ad36 E4-ORF1 elevated PI3K protein levels (Fig. 7A and 8A and B, compare lanes 1 and 2), formed the ternary complex (Fig. 8A, compare lanes 3 and 4, and 8B, compare lanes 1 and 2) and activated PI3K in a Dlg1-dependent manner (Fig. 8A, compare lanes 3 and 4).
lanes 3 and 4, and lanes 5 and 6), and promoted PI3K-dependent oncogenic cellular transformation of MCF10A cells (Fig. 8C).

**DISCUSSION**

Constitutive activation of cellular PI3K is a conserved activity of E4-ORF1 from subgroup A to D adenoviruses. This activity is crucial for several different E4-ORF1 functions, including oncogenic cellular transformation by Ad9, augmentation of viral protein synthesis, replication and cell survival by Ad5, and dysregulation of cellular glucose and lipid metabolism by Ad36. We recently demonstrated that PI3K activation induced by subgroup D Ad9 E4-ORF1 depends on direct interactions with cellular Dlg1 and PI3K, resulting in formation of the Dlg1:E4-ORF1:PI3K ternary complex. In a Dlg1-dependent fashion, this complex mediates upregulation of PI3K proteins and PI3K signaling by recruiting activated PI3K to the plasma membrane (17). Prompted by these findings, we asked whether E4-ORF1 from other adenoviruses shares this molecular mechanism. The current study showed that stable expression of E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D in human MCF10A cells activates PI3K in a Dlg1-dependent manner (Fig. 1, 3A, and 7A to C), elevates PI3K protein subunit levels (Fig. 1B, 2A and B, 7A, and 8B), and promotes ternary complex formation (Fig. 2 and 8A and B). Dlg1 and PI3K redistribution to the plasma membrane (Fig. 6), and PI3K-dependent growth in soft agar (Fig. 4 and 8C). The former three E4-ORF1 activities were also demonstrated in cells infected with subgroup A to D adenoviruses (Fig. 3B and 5). Human adenovirus types 4 (Ad4) and 52 (Ad52), which individually comprise adenovirus subgroups E and G, respectively, also encode an E4-ORF1 gene, whereas human adenovirus types 40 and 41, comprising adenovirus subgroup F, do not. It is not yet known whether the Ad4 and Ad52 E4-ORF1 proteins activate PI3K, though they likely do based on their sequence similarity and shared conserved residues with E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to D (unpublished data). We propose that most, if not all, human adenovirus E4-ORF1 proteins use a conserved molecular mechanism to dysregulate PI3K signaling in human epithelial cells.

Laprise et al. reported that Dlg1 is induced to bind directly to PI3K in a human intestinal epithelial cell line and that the resulting Dlg1:PI3K complex activates PI3K signaling to promote cellular differentiation (26). However, the current study showed that Dlg1 associates with PI3K, via ternary complexes, in E4-ORF1-expressing cells but not control MCF10A cells. It is unclear whether, unlike intestinal epithelial cells, MCF10A cells do not form Dlg1:PI3K complexes under our experimental conditions or whether our co-IP assays are not sensitive enough to detect small quantities of the complexes. Nonetheless, our results suggest that two separate E4-ORF1 activities act in concert to produce significantly larger amounts of Dlg1:PI3K complexes in E4-ORF1-expressing MCF10A cells than in control MCF10A cells. We envision that E4-ORF1 first binds both Dlg1 and PI3K to tether them together constitutively within Dlg1:E4-ORF1:PI3K ternary complexes. Next, by an undetermined mechanism, the resulting ternary complexes upregulate PI3K protein levels 10- to 20-fold in

![FIG 8](http://jvi.asm.org/)

FIG 8 Ad36 E4-ORF1 forms the ternary complex and induces MCF10A cell growth in soft agar. (A) The wt Ad36 E4-ORF1 protein forms the ternary complex in MCF10A cells. Cell extracts from vector and 36ORF1 cells were immunoprecipitated with Dlg1 antibody as described in the legend to Fig. 2, and recovered proteins, as well as cell extract (input), were analyzed in immunoblot assays. (B) The HA-tagged Ad36 E4-ORF1 protein forms the ternary complex in MCF10A cells. Cell extracts from vector and HA-36ORF1 cells were immunoprecipitated with either p110α or Dlg1 antibody as described for panel A. Recovered proteins, as well as cell extract (input), were analyzed in immunoblot assays. (C) wt and HA-tagged Ad36 E4-ORF1 proteins induce MCF10A cells to grow in soft agar. Vector, 36ORF1, and HA-36ORF1 cells treated either a DMSO vehicle (−) or 100 μM LY294002 (LY) (+) were analyzed in soft-agar assays as described in Materials and Methods. LY treatment began 2 days postplating. Cells were photographed at 11 days postplating (magnification, ×40).
cells. We postulate that this upregulation drives additional PI3K binding to E4-ORF1, resulting in a positive-feedback loop that amplifies ternary complex formation and abundance to promote potent PI3K activation.

Ternary complex formation and PI3K activation by Ad9 E4-ORF1 require two overlapping carboxyl-terminal E4-ORF1 protein interaction elements, the PDZ domain-binding motif (PBM) that mediates binding to Dlg1 and the KI residue pair required for binding to both Dlg1 and PI3K (17). However, Ad9 E4-ORF1-induced PI3K activation additionally requires a third E4-ORF1 protein interaction element defined by seven centrally located residues designated domain 2 (27). A recent study showed that in Ad5-infected human epithelial cells, viral E4-ORF1 and E4-ORF6 form a heterocomplex that binds and upregulates nuclear myc to activate transcription of myc-responsive genes involved in anabolic glycosylation, reminiscent of the Warburg effect in cancer cells. The activities of the heterocomplex increase nucleotide biosynthesis and augment viral DNA synthesis and virion production (28). This study also showed that this E4-ORF1 activity does not depend on the Ad5 E4-ORF1 PBM that mediates binding to Dlg1 but does depend on Ad5 E4-ORF1 residue D68, which is equivalent to domain 2 residue D65 of Ad9 E4-ORF1 (27). These observations suggest the intriguing possibility that domain 2–dependent upregulation of myc-responsive glycolytic genes acts in conjunction with the ternary complex to mediate E4-ORF1-induced PI3K activation. A future study will test this hypothesis.

The first function identified for the human adenovirus E4-ORF1 gene was its role as the primary oncogenic determinant for subgroup D Ad9-induced mammary tumorigenesis in experimentally infected rats (4, 19, 29). Whereas the E1A and E1B genes are dispensable for Ad9-induced tumorigenesis (30), they represent the major oncogenic determinants for subgroup A and B adenoviruses that induce undifferentiated sarcomas and for subgroup C adenoviruses that are nontransforming in experimentally infected rodents (2). In addition, whereas E4-ORF1 from subgroup D Ad9 can promote oncogenic transformation in rat cells, E4-ORF1 from subgroup A Ad12, subgroup B Ad5, and subgroup C Ad5 cannot, which is caused, at least in part, by an expression defect specific to E4-ORF1 proteins from subgroups A to C in rat cells (6). Contrary to findings in rat cells, the current study reveals that the four E4-ORF1 genes from subgroups A to D, as well as subgroup D Ad36 E4-ORF1, can be stably expressed and similarly induce the normal human MCF10A epithelial cell line to grow in soft agar (Fig. 1A and 4), an in vitro property correlating best with tumorigenic potential. These new findings suggest that most, if not all, human adenovirus E4-ORF1 genes possess oncogenic potential in human cells, raising potential safety concerns about current and future uses of E4-ORF1–encoding vectors in human gene therapy and vaccination.

During the Ad5 life cycle, E4-ORF1-induced PI3K activation functions to enhance late viral protein synthesis, S-phase progression of infected cells, and virion production (9). Our results suggest that the ternary complex mediates these important E4-ORF1 functions. To assemble the ternary complex, the E4-ORF1 PBM must bind to PDZ domains in cellular Dlg1 (7). As the PBM consists of a short peptide sequence recognized by its cognate PDZ domain, PBM-PDZ domain interactions have been proposed as promising targets for drug discovery (31). Small-molecule inhibitors of the E4-ORF1 PBM:Dlg1 PDZ domain interaction possibly could be designed to reduce adenovirus replication in infected cells. Consequently, the conserved mechanism of adenovirus-mediated PI3K activation revealed by our study may represent a useful target for development of therapeutic drugs to treat and prevent adenovirus-associated human diseases.
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